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二 言語 で の 読み 習得
日本 語・ 英語バ イ リン
ガル 児 に見 られ る ス
トラテ ジー の考 察
清水友子、相模女子大学
このケース・スタデ
ィは、 日本語・英語バイ リン
ガル児が 日本語と英語で
に用いるス トラテジーと、
の読み習得において、文字
その習得過程を明らか に
を解読するため
することを目的にしたも
アに在住する日本人女児で、
のである。観察対象者はヽオー
名前はアカ リである。ァヵ
ス トラリ
りは 5歳 にな つた頃、第一言奎
の両言語で「読む」ことに
大きな興味を示 し始めた
(日 本語)と 第二言語
(英 語)
。
観察
対象
(手 がか り)を 頼 りにし
者が見慣れない単語に出くわ
て読 もうとするのかを調べ
した時、どのような情報
るため、彼女が行つた
7ヶ 月間 (4,1歳 か 5:6歳
日本語 (ひ らがな)と 英語で
ら
まで)観 察 し、ciay(1995)の
の音読行動を
枠組みを適合させた方法
えな ど、バイ リンガル児特
で分析 した。 また、コー ド
有の現象が読み行動に現れ
切 り換
ないか、 とぃぅ点にも留意
む技術」は文字体系によっ
した。その結果、日本語と
て全 く異なるものが要求さ
英語の「読
れるが、単語を読み取る
や基本的な読みの過程には、二
ために必要な根底にあるス
言語間で類似点が 見 られ
トラテジー
たoア カ リの読みの過程に
字」からくる情報を頼 りに
関しては、殆どの場合、最初に「
単語を読もうとした。次に、
文
自分で間違 つた読み方を
を確かめ、また、その
したと気がついた場合、
単語の「意味」を調べて間
再度「文字」
違いを修正 しょぅと試みた
ご とに進化 していつた
。このよ うなス トラテジー
。また、アカ リの読み
は時間を追 う
能力は、 自身の発話能力や
を読む際に、 日本語による
発話パ ターンに大きく影
発話 (コ ー ド切 り換え
響されていた。英語
)が しば しば観察された。これ
して第二言語を学校で
らの結果は、第一言語を
習得 しているバイ リンガル
家庭で、そ
児童の読み書き能力向上の
とを示唆 している。
ため に、第一言語の発達が
重要であるこ

INTRODUcTloN
Although iiteracy in early chi!dhood has attracted a great deal of attention Over the last three
decades,rnost research on iiteracy acquisition has focused on n10nolinguai children,with little attention
devoted to bilinguals. Since there are rnany ways in which a child can be bilinguall and literacy itself
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The current study looks at such a case, involving a bilingual child moving between Japanese and
English, two languages which Davies, Groves & Wilkes (1997) label the most'distanf in cross-linguistic

terms (p. 44). Written Japanese is distinctive in that it uses both phonetic scripts called kana, which are
syllabaries, and logographs called kanji, which originally came from the Chinese writing system. There
are two kana syllabaries: hiragana and katakana. The symbol-sound relationships are very regular in
both types of kana. ln contrast, each symbol in the English alphabet is phonologically oriented at the
'l
level of the phoneme, and the symbol-sound relationships are considered to be irregular (Barton, 994).

The present study is concerned with literacy acquisition by a Japanese-English bilingual child learning

lo read in these two dltferent

r,ririting

systems. lt is a descriptive study which draws on an earlier case

study (Shimizu ,2002)1 that investigated the reading development of the participant from age 4;11 to 5;6 in

each of the child's two languages. The current paper focuses mainly on the process of learning to read
from a cognitive perspective, rather than

on the context

in which it takes place from a social perspective.

The participant of the study is the researcher's daughter, who acquired Japanese as her

Ll

and

English as her L2 from infancy. Born into a Japanese family resident in Australia, she speaks mainly
Japanese in the home, while using English in the preschool and school setting. ln the last months of her
fourth year, the participant almost simultaneously began to show great interest in reading and writing in
both Japanese and English, which in fact motivated the researcher to conduct this investigation.

Through observation of the subject's reading behavior over seven months, the researcher examined
the processes which a beginning reader goes through when decoding words written in English and when
deciphering words written in Japanese hiragana. The study also tried to identify the strategies the
participant used when she encountered a new or unfamiliar word-to see whether she used cues from
visual information (orthography), the meaning of the word or the structure of the sentence. ln addition, it
aimed to see whether the process involved any distinctly "bilingual" behavior such as codeswitching.
To the best oi the researcher's knowledge, there has been no research to date that has documented
the reading process of Japanese-English bilingual children at the beginning stages of reading. lt is hoped
that this study will provide insight into this little-researched area.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Many researchers agree that literacy is a developmental process which can be seen as a contlnuum
(e.9., Squire, 1987). Understanding the complex relationships between literacy and bilingualism involves
investigating how people come to read and write competently in any language (Williams & Snipper, 1990).

Therefore, to provide background for the current study, previous research in this area will be presented,
starting with studies on literacy acquisition by beginning readers-both monolingual and bilingual. This

part of the literature review will be divided into two stages: preliteracy and early reading. A brief
explanation of the nature of Japanese kana and the English alphabet, as well as how children acquire
them, will also be given. Lastly, this section will look at the relationship between literacy and bilingualism
and briefly introduce relevant studies on the development of literacy by Japanese-English bilinguals.
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Literacy Acquisition by Beginning Readers
Preliteracy
Long before learning to read formally at school, children develop various skills and knowledge
necessary for literacy learning. One area that is central to learning to read is spoken language development.
As children develop their spoken language skills, their reading skills also develop. Naturally, there will be
individual differences in terms of the degree to which each child brings these skills and knowledge to the

reading task (Garton & Pratt, 1998). ln the case of bilingual children, in particular, the development of
their L1 and L2 may vary considerably. Even if they are highly proficient in at least one language, it may
not be clear to what degree this proficiency is comparable to the language development of their monollngual
peers.

ln addition to spoken language development, the literature suggests that there are at least three
areas of development fundamental to the acquisition of literacy in the period of "pre-literact'' (Bialystok,
2001) or "emergent literacy" (Teale & Salby, 1986): concepts of print, phonological awareness, and
experiences with stories and book reading (CIay, 1991 ; Bialystok & Herman, 1 999; Hudelson 1994).

Once children have gained some understanding and experience of what reading is, they gradually
move on to the stage of "early reading", where they learn to carry out the actual reading process over
lime. lt goes without saying that the specific strategies and skills necessary for decoding different scripts
vary considerably.

Learning Japanese kana and English script
Japanese kana script (hiragana and katakana) consists of 71 characters which can be divided into

types by their lexical and phonetic features. There are 46 basic kana characters which represent
syllables that combine vowels and unvoiced consonants. There are also 20 symbols which represent
combinations of the five vowels and four voiced consonant sounds (lgt, tzt, /d/ and /b/), as well as five
syllables which represent combinations of the five vowels and the unvoiced sound

/pl.

ln addition to

these 71 characters, there are five special types

of kana usage which involve combinations of
kana-sometimes of differing sizes-as well as special pronunciations of some kana depending upon
their usage in a sentence.' lt is worthwhile noting that there is an almost one-to-one script-sound
correspondence for kana at the character level as well as at the word level. Therefore, once children
know how to decode kana characters as well as how to pronounce the special types of syllables mentioned
above, il is relatively easy for them to read any word (Hatano, 1986). Hiragana script is usually acquired
first, and this commonly occurs naturally in the home setting in the preschool years (Taylor & Taylor,
1ee5).

On the other hand, English decoding is far from straightforward for the beginning reader. This is
mainly due to the fact that the correspondence between the letters of the alphabet and the sounds they
represent is far more complex (Adams, 1990). For example, the vowel a is pronounced in at least five
ditferent ways, as in the words apple, cake, water, what and appear, while the consonant c is pronounced
in at least three different ways, as in the words cat, city and o cean- Thus, in contrast to the learning of

20
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hiragana in Japan, most children in English-speaking countries start to learn English literacy formally after

school entry (Garton & Pratt,

1998). lt is also argued,

however, that pure alphabetic systems have the

ｐ ｔ
ｌ． Ю

advantage that once one has "cracked the code", one can read any word (Barton, 1 994, p. 1 00).

Early Reading

ｅ ｆ
Ｏ
ｌ

While the specific skills needed for learning to read different languages vary, it is claimed that the
basic process of deriving meaning from orthography seems to be a similar process in any script (Buck,

Ｖ ｌ
ａ

1973; Hudelson, 1994). This concept of a basic process of reading was developed mainly by K. Goodman

('1973). Goodman argued that when children learn to read, they must move beyond the simple decoding

of single words on the basis of letter-sound relationships and become engaged in a "psycholinguistic
Ю ｋ︐ 潤

guessing game" (K. Goodman, 1967). When readers encounter new or unfamiliar words, they often make

errors-"miscues" in Goodman's terms (K. Goodman, 1973). He hypothesized that the analysis of
miscues would provide us with insight into the reading process and how it is used and acquired (K.
Goodman, 1973, p.

4). ln addition,

he suggested that, when readers are faced with new or unfamiliar

Ｗ

words, three kinds

ｒ ｓ
ｅ ｔ

"graphophonics"-a combination of phonology, orthography and phonics) which reaches the reader visually,

of information are available to them: 1)

graphic information (also termed

2) syntactic clues and 3) semantic information supplied by the reader as s/he begins to process the visual
input.

The underlying concept to be noted here is that literacy concerns the construction of meaning
(Hudelson, 1994; Williams & Snipper, 1990). Heading, and here we mean gaining meaning from the
ｔ
ｏ ｔ
ｎ ｎ た
ｔ

written word, involves not just the visual symbols on the page, but also our linguistic and world knowledge
embedded in context (Hood, Solomon & Burns, 1996). Working from such a cognitive perspective, much
miscue analysis was conducted in order to determine the processes children go through when reading by
analyzing the decoding strategies used by beginning readers in the U.S. (e.g., K. Goodman & Y. Goodman,

ｏ ｆ
ｏ
ｔ

1978; Y. Goodman & Burke, 1972). Clay (1967; 1969) also investigated the processes dnd strategies in

the reading behaviors of children in New Zealand through an analysis of errors and self-corrections that

ｎ ｄ
ｌ

they made. lt can be concluded from the findings of these studies that reading strategies involve: 1)

湘 調

these selected cues, 3) testlng the prediction, and 4) either confirming that prediction or correcting it if

sampling graphic, syntactic and semantic cues, 2) predicting both structure and meaning on the basis of

necessary.

劇

ln addition, much of the longitudinal research on children's reading behaviors has revealed

the

ｒ︐
︐

overall developmental process of reading (e.9., Weaver, 19BB). ln the beginning, when children read
familiar books, they construct a plot using the illustrations to retell the story. Then children gradually

ｓ Ｗ Ю 刻 ｆ
Ｏ
ｉ

attend more to the actual print or the text of the story, and also to the semantic and syntactic aspects of it.

As children pay more attention to the text, they focus on individual words and letters, relying on the
letter-sound relationships. Eventually, children become fluent readers by simultaneously using all sorts of
information embedded in the graphophonic, semantic and syntactic systems.

This general development pattern, in which reading emerges graduallyfrom whole to the parts, can
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also be seen in languages other than English and among children for whom English
is not their

L1

according to research carried outon Spanish-English bilingual children (Serna
& Hudelson, 1993). However
non-native speakers of English may have an unfamiliarity with
and/or native language interference wher

integrating graphic, syntactic and semantic cues in written English.
Consequenily, they may experiencr
disadvantages in the reading process and fail to use appropriate
strategies such as sampling, predicting
testing, conlirming and serf-correcting when necessary (Buck,
1973; cray, .'l969; 1991).

Literacy and Bilingualism

ln the discussion of bilingualism, two questions consistenfly arise: 1) what
is the

relationshil

between the two languages in bllinguals, and 2) how do bilinguals process
the two languages? Thesr
questions arso underpin approaches to the study of
biringuar riteracy.
Cummins (1981) attempted to address these questions in
his well-known "linguistic interdependence
framework, which suggests that bilinguals have a common
conceptual base for their two languages rather

than

a

separate one for each language. He called this

a common Underlying proficiency (cup)

Cummins (1988) notes:

"' although the surface aspects (e.g., pronunciation, fluency, etc.) of different languages are
clearly separate, there.is..an underrying cognitive academ'ic proti"i"n"v
which is common
across languages. This "common" underlying proficiency
makes possible the transfer of
cognitive/academic or riteracy-rerated ski[s icross languagls
m. +ijCummins (199'1) makes a distinction between conversational
and academic language proficiency
(formerly labelled "context-embedded" and ,,context-reduced,,
language proficiency [e.g., cummins, 1981;
19841) and claims that the more academic-language profieiency
the child gains in his or her L1 , the more
transfer of cognitive/academic or literacy-based skills between
L1 and L2. while differences in bilinguals,
academic performance have been shown to be attributable
to individual and Length of Residence (L.o.n.)
factors, cummins' theories are supported by extensive
research findings (e.g., Genesee, 1g79; Hakuta &
Diaz, 1985), including research on Japanese-English bilingual
children (cummins, swain, Nakajima,
Handscombe, Green, & Tran, 1984; cummins & Nakajima,
19s7). lt should be noted, however, that the
sub.iects of these studies were children who had been
reading in their L1 and L2 for quite a long time.

cummins' interdependence theory is also supported
by the fact that codeswitching occurs in the
speech of many bilinguals' codeswitching generally
refers to the alternate use of two languages or
linguistic varieties within the same utterance or during
the same conversation (Hoffmann, 1991). william

& snipper (1990) make the following argument for the existence
of a common Underlying proficiency
(cUP):
lf bilinguals maintain their two languages separately,
... it would be impossible to code-switch
at will, as bilinguals often do in conversation to mai<e point.
a
fp. +fj

'-

while much research provides evidence for interaction between
first- and second-language skills

(cummins, 1991), some has produced evidence suggesting
specialization of the languages (Malakoff &
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ｒｉ
ｅ

Hakuta, 1991). A number of studies have identified specific literacy skills which were transferred from the
L1 to the L2 in bilingual chlldren. However, the subjecls of these studies were again in the late years of

ｎ
ｅ

primary school or older, and both their L1 and L2 were written with alphabetical scripts (e.9., Spanish-English

ｅ
Ｃ
ｌ

bilinguals in Jimenez, Garcia, & Pearson's study, 1995; Turkish-English bilinguals in Verhoeven's study,

■
Ｉ︑

1ee0).
It is not clear whether the transfer described in these studies would occur if the two languages are

written in different scripts. Bialystok (2001) argues that there is very little transfer of specific skills when
¨

two ditferent writing systems are involved, and that the amount of transfer will depend upon how different
the written forms of the languages are. Clearly, required strategies lor reading differ according to writing

腱

systems. Henderson (1984) claims that each of the three types of scripts-logographic, syllabographic

ガ

(e.g., Japanese) and alphabetic-place different demands on readers.

Considering transfer from another perspective, Williams & Snipper (1990) propose the following

ｕ 昨

definition in the context of biliteracy education:

By transfer we mean buildlng on what students already know in their native language to
teach new skills in the second language.... Transfer is a continuous process of making
connections between the native and the second language while students are involved in
language-development activities. This is a process that would take place over the entire
time that it takes the preliterate student to become literate and the literate student to
become biliterate (pp. 44 - 45).
This description of transfer, developed from Cummins'interdependency principle, implies that it involves
lcy

the interaction of underlying strategies between two languages rather than "switching" specific language

31:

skills from one language to another. These underlying strategies include "metalinguistic awareness"-the

)re

awareness of certain properties of language derived from looking at language itself rather than through it

lls'

R.)

t&
la,

tb the meaning. Previous research has found that access to two languages in early childhood can
promote metalinguistic awareness, and that this metalinguistic awareness will transfer across languages

(Cummins, 1987). h also implies that as children acquire some background inlormation on the process
and mechanics of reading in their Ll , they can use it in reading in their L2.

Ihe

Research on cognitive transfer can have significant implications for the development of literacy for

施

bilingual children. Naturally, reading experience and levels of competence in each of the two languages

ｒ
Ｏ 獅 岬

vary considerably among bilingual children, depending on such factors as age and formal or informal
instruction through school and home. However, from the above research findings it is clear that in the
development of biliteracy, it is important for teachers and parents to assess the

Ll

proficiency level of the

child first and to provide instruction or support appropriate to the age and L1 proficiency of the child in
order to ensure satisfactory L2 development (William & Snipper, 1990).

Japanese‐ lEngiish B:literacy
AithOugh there haS been ilttle reSearCh On the developrnent of biliteracy in Japanese and Engiish=
1‖

s

F&

tWO StudieS haVe fOCuSed On Writing in Japanese and Eng‖
B‖

sh from soclocultural perspectives(Stephens&

ght,2002:Oriyama,2000). StephenS'&B‖ ght's(2002)study investigated the influence of culture on
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the development of early writing in a bilingual child by comparing error correction practices
in Japanes
and Australian schools. oriyama's (2000) research examined the development and
maintenance I
Japanese writing skills in Japanese-English bilingual children residing in
Australia. More relevant to th

present research is Kamada's (1995, 1999) longitudinal case
study, which focused on the literac
development of her English-Japanese bilingual child. Kamada began
teaching her son to read from th
time he was six months old; by age 2;10, he could read 30 English
words, even when they appeared i
phrases and sentences, and could read half of the Japanese
hiragana as well.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This study attempts to answer the following research questions.

1'

What process(es) can be observed as the beginning reader tries to
decode words in Japanese anr
in English, respectively? How does the participant attempt to read a new text and improve
he
reading skills? Do the reading processes change over time?

2'

what strategies does the participant use when she encounters a new or unfamiliar
word? Does shr
use cues from visual information (orthography), the meaning of the
word or the structure of thr

3'

sentence? Do the strategies change over time, and/or differ depending
on the script?
ls there any evidence of bilingualism such as codeswitching in the
subject's reading behavior? I
there is, what does this behavior imply about the acquisition
of literacy in two languages? ls thert
any evidence of confusion or mixing of the two languages?

CASE STUDY

Subject
The participant of this study is a girl named Akari who was born
to a Japanese family residing ir
switzerland' Akari and her family lived in switzerland until she
was age 1;9 and then moved to sydney
Australia' Her parents are both native speakers of Japanese and
fluent speakers of English as their L2,
The language spoken by the family is mainly Japanese, although
English is used when needed-for
example, to communicate with friends and people in the
community. Japanese is thus Akari,s L1 and
home language, while her direct exposure to English, her L2,

occurred when she started going to

preschool in Sydney at age

2;8. We may describe her as a "coordinate

bilingual,, (Flomaine, .1989) or

"successive bilingual" (Arnberg, i9B7).

The participant was between the ages of 4;1 1 and 5;6 when
the current research was conducted.
This period included an important transition for her, as she
was at a mainstream English language
preschool for the first two months of the study (age
4;1 1 - s;0) and then started going to a local primary
school at age 5;1.
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Oral language ProficlencY

rof
the
acy

the

lin

At the beginning of the study, Akari was in the stage of "preliteracy" (Bialystok, 2001) or "emerging
literacy'' (Teale & Sulzby, 1986); she liked her mother or her preschool teachers to read story books to her

and also liked to retell the stories by herself. The researcher adapted the framework given in Lapp,
Fisher, Flood, & Cabello (2001) to observe the subject's story retelling behaviors in order to provide a
basic understanding of her oral proficiency and ability to express herself in each of her two languages.
(The transcript of her retelling of a story in both Japanese and English is presented in Appendix A).
Analysis of her story retelling in Japanese suggests that Akari had a fairly good command of spoken
Japanese and was able to express herself confidently; however, she constantly made grammatical errors,

ｒ
ｅ
綱ｈ

especially in her usage of particles. lt is worthwhile noting that Japanese particles are reported to be
relatively difficult to master even for monolingual children, and much more so for children living outside
Japan as a result of a lack of input (Muranaka:Vuletich, 2001).

ｅ
搬ｈ
ｔ

As for hgr English proficiency, Akari's command of oral English was good enough to make herself
understood at school, but was far from fluent compared to her peers whose

Ll was English. However,

according to interviews with Akari's preschool teachers prior to the commencement of the study, Akari
seemed to understand most of what her teachers said and had no problem following activities conducted

?fi

in English. Analysis of her story retelling in English suggests that her speech flowed smoothly with a
good accent and intonation, but still lacked vocabulary and the grammatical accuracy to enable her to say
everything she wanted.

lnterest in print and literacy instruction at school

ｎ 叫２
︒
．揃 網 ｔ
ｉ
︐ ﹂
ror

ln the last months before she turned five, the participant showed great interest in print. This interest

was evident everywhere in the context of her daily life. ln the home environment, Akari would try to read
aloud words she thought she could read, or ask her mother "what does it say?" whenever she encountered

a new word. There was a rich variety of print in the home environment: story books, magazines and
educational toys in Japanese and English. ln her daily routine, Akari's main involvement with literacy
concerned book reading; her mother would read at least one story of Akari's choice before bedtime. The
story could be in either language.
While her contact with Japanese print was restricted to the home setting, Akari was more exposed to

記 事岬

English print in the community in Sydney. However, in the case of English, for the first two months of
observation (age 4;11

-

5;0), there was little formal instruction in literacy at her preschool, except that

teachers would read stories to children or children would write their names next to drawings they made.
After school entry at age 5:1, the participant received formal English literacy instruction. lt was at this
time that she started to show great interest in reading books in English by herself. This was almost the
same time as (or slightly after) she began reading books in Japanese (5;'1 for Japanese and 5;2 for

English). To find out how literacy was taught to children in Australian schools, as well as how the
participant was learning it, the researcher regularly observed the subject's classroom.
At school, Akari was taught literacy under a program in which phonics instruction was combined with
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the teaching of "sight vocabular/'. Phonics is a method
of teaching reading in which students are taught
to recognize the sounds that letters represent (e.g., the
letter a is pronounced tel). lntheir first year at
school at age 5, Akari's class was taught one sound
a week in an activity in which they would sing a line
such as "Ant in an apple, tet, tat, t@t, ... that's
the sound that a makes,, along to a cheerful melody. ln
contrast, "sight vocabulary" refers to the words which
a child can recognize at sight without having to
decode the sound of each letter. High{requency
words (e.g., he, she, fhe) were taught as sight words in
Akari's class.

Reading development in Japanese hiragana
During the observation period, the researcher
investigated

Akari's reading development in Japanese
hiragana and English from age 4;11 to 5;6
as another part of this longitudinal case study. while
a
discussion of the development of specific literacy
skills in the two scripts is beyond the scope of this
paper' it was found that during the observation
period, the participant made significant progress
acquiring literacy skills in both languages in
the initial stage of early reading (shimizu, 2002).

in

ln order to examine the development of the subject's
reading skills in hiragana, the researcher

recorded the subiect's ability to recognize and/or
use the seven features of hiragana categorized by
the
National lnstitute for Japanese Language (Muraishi,
1974) as well as her reading fluency over time.
For
triangulation' recognition tests of hiragana features
were also carried out five times over the seven-month
period.

was observed that the subject's ability to recognize
the basic hiragana characters was already well
established at the beginning of the observation period;
at age 4;11 Akari could recognize 40 of the 46
symbols (86'95%)' This increased to 100%
recognition by the end of the observation period
at 5;6.
voiced and semi-voiced characters, which are
considered more difficult to acquire, showed
a much
greater jump in recognition, rising from
25% (5 of 25 characters) to 96% (24 ot
Zs)during the same
period' By age 5;6' Akari had mastered almost
all of the hiragana characters (70 out of 7i). Data
from
the National tnstitute for Japanese Language ('l
972) shows that 6a.1 % of Japanese monolingual
five year
olds could read 60 or more hiragana characters.
The participant reached that level at age 5;2,
which
suggests that her Japanese reading abirity
can be considered above average for
her age.
lmprovement in the subject's fluency in reading
hiragana during the observation period was
also
apparent' As Akari became accustomed to reading
Japanese texts, her reading speed gradually
increased,
and at the same time' she gradually developed
the habit of reading whole words instead
of decoding each
character in a word' This "word by word
reading" strategy (Muraishi, 1974)
became more dominant in the
fifth month of her reading practice around
age 5;6. This arso appears to be above
average compared to
the resurts of the survey by the Nationar rnstitute
for Japanese Language (1972).
It

Reading development in English

At the beginning of thls study, Akari was in
the initial stage of reading English in that
she had just
started to decode the sound of each letter in
a word and was not yet reading teffs. Two
assessmenls
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were carried out in order to investigate the development of her reading skills in English. Firstly, letter

line

identification tests, designed under Clay's framework (1995), were conducted on four occasions during
the observation period and her performance each time was converted to Stanine values, i.e., normalized

.in

standard scores. Secondly, word recognition tests were conducted on five different occasions to assess

tr at

3 tO
ls in

Akari's sight vocabulary in English.

The effect of school instruction on Akari's progress in learning to read was significant. ln her
preschool years, the only letters Akari could identify were those in her own name and the names of family

members-for example, she could read "MUM" in capital letters. Her performance in letter identification
and reading skills rose from this level-almost nothing (Stanine Group 3 in Clay, 1995)-atthe end of
lese

pre-schooling, age 5;0, to the average level of monolingual English-speaking chlldren her age (Stanine

ea

Group B-9 in Clay, 1995) after five months of schooling. Most importantly for her literacy skills, Akari had

this

s ln

acquired by age 5;4 the concepts of the sound that a letter makes and of a word that starts with a
particular letter, which she had not understood before school entry.

ln the earlier study mentioned above (Shimizu, 2002), the participant showed consistent literacy
Ｖ
Ｋ
オ

development in both L1 and L2. This suggests that bilingualism had no negative impact on her reading

ｅ
ｈ¨
ｔ

development.

ｒ
て
・
Ｆ
ｈ
ｔ
ｌ
Ｉ

Methodology
To try to answer the research questions, a longitudinal observational study of the subject's behaviors

well

t46
5;6.

in reading English and Japanese hiragana was carried out over the seven months when Akari was
between the ages of 4;11 and 5;6, Whenever the participant got involved in reading activities in a family
setting, her learning processes were recorded on audio or video

tape.

Basically, she was encouraged to

uch

read aloud a text that she had never seen before, one which was somewhat difficult for the beginning

lme

reader. The observational data were transcribed and analyzed to examine the subject's decoding process

rom

for hiragana and Engiish (Research Question 1). At the same time, the subject's reading behaviors were

tear

rich

investigated to see whether there was any sign of bilingualism such as codeswitching or code mixing
durlng the reading process (Flesearch Question g).
As the participant started reading books in Japanese at age 5;1 and in English at age 5;2 in the

also

home by herself, the observational data of her reading behavior, recorded on audio or video tape, were

;ed,

analyzed in the form of two kinds of error analysis to try to answer Besearch Questions 1 and

ach

the

dto

2.

Firsly,

in order to identify the nature of her mistakes, all errors (miscues) were categorized into one of four
types-subslifution, omission, insertion and partial-and the {requency of occurrence of each type was
calculated. Substitution is when the reader says a ditferent word or an incomprehensible ,,nonword,, (K.
Goodman, 1973, p. 9) in place of the word printed in the

text. omission is a case where a whole word or
line is omitted. lf one line is skipped, it is counted as two omissions. /nserfion refers to a case where a
word or nonword is added. According to William & Snipper (1990), the first hvo types of errors (miscues),
ｔ
Ｓ
Ｓ
ｔ

i.e., substilutlon and omission, are the most frequent types seen when children read texts for the first
time. Examples of each of these three categories of errors, quoted from William & Snipper (1990, p. 24),
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are shown below

Type
'1

. substitution

Prlnted Text / Uttered Text
the beautiful woman tthe bettawoman

2. omission

a wet, ugly dog / a wet dog

3. insertion

sent me a book/ sent to me a book

ln addition to these three types of errors, there were times
in this study when the participant made what t

55) called "partial" errors; she would read the beginning of the word correcly br
then get stuck for the rest of the word. These instances were
assigned to a fourth category called partit
Goodman (1993, p.

errors.

secondly, in order to investigate the strategies the participant
used for decoding unknown or ditficu
words in the two different scripts, observational data were
analyzed in the framework of ,,a running recor,
of text reading" adapted from Clay (1995). The running record
is similar to the well-known miscur
analysis proposed by K. Goodman (1973) and conducted
by many researchers in the
(e.g., y

U.s.

Goodman & Burke, 1972;K. Goodman & Y. Goodman, 1978).
clay's framework was adapted becausr
herpublished "guide book", which provides detailed conventionsfor
an observation survey (clay 1995)
was readily adaptable to this study. As the training of observers
is a prerequisite to assure the reliabilit
of a study employing this framework, the researcher,
with the help of her supervisor at university, trainer
herself by taking records on a trial basis several times
before starting formal observation.

This type of observation survey involves checking the errors
and self-corrections that children makr
and considering them together with the children's comments.
The self-correction rate was calculated t(
determine the proportion of the errors which had been
corrected by the participant herself during reading
practice' Then every error and self-correction was
analyzed to see whether the child was using cues fron
1) visual information, 2) the meaning of the message or
B) the structure of the sentence. lf the chilc
seemed to use more than one cue, this was noted.
lt was hoped that this analysis would revea
something of the processes by which the participant
monitors and corrects her own performance.
The texts for reading were chosen at random by the
subject. All of the texts are picture books
designed for young children aged 5 to B years old. Japanese
texts have only hiragana characters (with
katakana characters in some cases), and half of the English
texts are basal readers that the participanl
brought home from school as "home readers". In total,
the reading records of 16 stories in Japanese and
9 stories in English were used for analysis (see Appendix
c for a list of books). The difficulty of the texts
was standardized to the extent that the error rate (number
of errors/total running words) was less than
30%' which means if there was more than a 30% error in
the recorded data, that text (or that part of the
text) was excluded from the data for analysis. As a result
of this standardization, one text in Japanese
(error rate 60%) and one text in English (error rate
39%) were excluded from the data because they were
so difficult that the participant got stuck on each word and gave
up reading the whole text, thus making it
impossible to collect reliable data.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Error AnalYsis
TyPes of errors
Akari made 146 errors in the course of reading aloud the nine English texts used in the study and
128 errors in reading aloud the 16 Japanese texts. The number and frequency of each of the four error
in Table 1'
rypes are Presented

It K.
but

Table

1:

Types of Errors* and Frequencies of Occurrence

rtial
Error Type
icult
:ord

Substitution

Omission

Partial

E1

10

ao

(3e.0%)

(6.8%)

(s4.1%)

(0.0%)

52

I

65

2

(40.6%)

(7.O%)

(50.8%)

109

19

144

(6.e%)

(52.6%)

lnsertion

Total

icue
English
ruse

0

146

e5),

rility

Japanese

ined

rake

dto

丁otal

(3s.8%)

128

(1.6%)

2

274

(0.7%)

Jing
'rom

* lncludes only
errors for which no self-corrections were made.

:hild
veal

The above results show that the subject's error patterns in the two different scripts are similar.
roks

Partial errors accounted for approximately half of the errors and were the most frequent type of error in

with

both scripts (54.1% in English and 50.8% in Japanese). This suggests that the participant is still at the

cant

beginning stage of "early reading" (Hudelson, 1994; Lapp et al., 2001)-struggling to decode words by

and

relying mainly on graphophonic information that she learned at school or in the home environment.

exts

The second most frequently occurring category of errors in both languages was substitution, which

ihan

accounted for a slightly lower proportion of all errors (39.0% in English, 40.6% in Japanese) than partial

'the

errors. ln this type of error, Akari often appeared to replace the word in the text with a different word from

tese

her existing vocabulary that had something in common with the printed word. For instance, in Example

vere

below, the word in the text, dragonfly, and the word she replaced

ng it

this case, the error most likely reflects the subject's difficulty in discriminating between the letters b and d.

il wilh, buttertly, both end with f/y.
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1: Substitution lnvolving Common Word part

Example
Written

Text:

He can see the dragonfly.

Subject's Utterance:

He can see the butterfly.

It was discovered that in many of the substitution
cases, the substituted words were grammatica
appropriate (77'6% in English,65.1% in Japanese),
even though theychanged the original meaning
the passage in most cases, as seen in Example
1. Even when the participant produced incomprehensit
or "nonwords" (K' Goodman, 1973, p. 9), she
tended to retain the grammatical endings and intonation
the real word which was repraced, rike the subjects
K. Goodman described (i 97g).
However' there was also a lot of evidence of
structure simplification, such as using the present
tenr
instead of the past tense or using singular
instead of plural forms, as seen in the list of
substitutior

presented in Example 2

Example

below.

Participant Utterance

looked

look

came

come

houses

house

ducklings

duck

strawberries

strawberry

The subject's inability to use the past tense
and plural forms in her English reading reflects
her ora
proficiency and speech patterns at the
time, since she rarely used these forms
in her everyday speecl

during the research period.

when the "nonword" substitutions the participant
made were examined, it was found that Akar

substituted more "nonwords" and nonsensical
syllables when reading Japanese than
when reading English

and that the "nonwords" in her Japanese
reading mosfly involved the misuse of
function words,
particles' which the participant was
still struggling to acquire.

or

For instance, in Example B, Akari came
across the particle "l*"' which is pronounced
/wa/ when it is used as a suffix to the participant
of the
sentence' but she pronounced it /wo/, which
is the pronunciation of the particle used
for direct objects in
Japanese sentences' This is a mistake that
Akari frequently made in her daily speech
at that
time.
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f

2: Substitutions lnvolving Simplification

い√
ritten Text

,

Example 3: NonsensicallSubstitution for Japanese particle
お じさん は パ ンを

written Texti

(Conect
:ically

Reading)

ひ とつ

a"lf*..|,k"

こぎつね に

[He gave a piece
of bread to the little
fox.l

Oiisan-wa pan-wo hitotsu kogitsune-ni agemashita.
Ojisan-wo pan-wo hitotsu kogitsune-ni agemashita.

Subject's Utterance:

ng ot
lsible
on of

Example 4 presents a number of miscues made while Akari was reading Japanese texts. Here, too,

the mistakes appear to reflect the subject's stage of linguistic development: she is not yet completing the
lense

necessary syllabification in Japanese (e.9., examples 4a, 4b, and 4c) or is not successfully replicating the

rtions

correct sound (e.g., example

4d).

For example, the expressio n"kiyakiyd' the participant used in exampte

4d is a kind of "baby talk" pronunciation that she still tended to use occasionally during the observation
period. Thus, analysis of Akari's substitution errors suggests that the miscues strongly reflect the patterns
of her oral language.

Example

4:

Written

Substitutions Involving Simplification of Pronunciation

Text

(Correct Heading) Subject's Utterance [English Equivalent]

a) F>ct-ht?) (Attakaso)

[t

looks warm]

b) fj6t\r'8

(Daai2uki)

Daisuki

[t tike it very much]

c)

(Chotto)

Choto

[a little bit]

(Kirakira)

Kiyakiya

[Twinkletwinkte]

B

xz t

d) *EED
'

Atakaso

oral

In contrast to the findings of K. Goodman's (1973) research, Akari made very few insertion errors

)eech

(only two in Japanese). This may be because she concentrated her efforts on decoding or attacking each

word and had no room for inserting or scrambling new words, as she only had a limited language
Akari

proficiency in both languages.

glish,

ls,or

Clues pertaining to subiect's reading strategies

3anle

As explained above, the framework designed by Clay (1995) was used to try to determine the

,f the

strategies the participant used to decode words while reading texts in each of her languages. The errors

cts in

that Akari made in the course of reading aloud were analyzed to see which of the following kinds of
information (cues) in the text she tried to use: visual cues, contextual meaning or sentence structure.
Moreover, whenever she succeeded in correcting an error, the self correction was recorded and her self
correction behaviors were analyzed to try to determine which kind(s) of information she had been utilizing.
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when Akari appeared to have been relying
on more than one type of cue when she made an error
o
correction' the data was counted twice.
Thus, in Table 2, the totals in the breakdown
of the typ,

textual information used are greater than
100%.

A

total of 195 errors made while reading
texts in each language, including errors that
were
corrected by Akari herself, were analyzed'
A detailed breakdown of the

resurts for each recording ses
A summary of this data is presented in
Table 2 in order to reveal the ger
pattern of Akari's reading strategies
and her response to the different sources
of information
.-'-" in
-i print
rrrr''
the different kinds of cues that could
be used.
is presented in Appendix

B'

Table 21 lSubiect's Readlng IStrategieS as ReVealed in AnalySiS Of Errors and Seif Correct10ns

Language

Errors

Self Corrections

Textual lnformation Used
Visual
Cue
Engnsh
Japanese

Contextual Sentence
Meaning
Structure

Textual lnformation Used
Visual
Cue

Contextual Sentence
Meaning Structure

Seif

Correct:On

Rate

79%

28%

7%

9096

80,も

35%

25%

61%

15%

6%

669る

85%

19%

34%

lnterestingly' iust as the types of
errors the participant made in reading
her two languages wr
similar' so, too, were the strategy patterns
she used when reading English and Japanese
texts. lt vv
discovered that when the participant
made errors, she had been relying predominanfly
on visual informati
as a cue to "attack" an unfamiliar word
in both scripts, with 79% of the errors in
English and 61% of t
errors in Japanese based on visual cues.
Examples of such errors are shown
in Examples s and 6, w
the sections in which she made the mistakes
underlined in both the written text
and the subjec
utterance.

Exampre

5: Errors

Made while Relying on visuar cues
when Reading Engrish rext (5;5)

Written Text:

in the light ofthe rn00n, a littie egg iay on a ieaf.

Subject's Utterance:

ln the

Лノ Of the/rnoin4 a little egg:ay on a 4eム
.ノ

aム

圧xample 5 contains three partial errors in the reading of content words in an English sentence;a
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pes of

three errors involved the subject's reliance on visual cues. Apparently influenced by school instruction,
Akari tried to use her knowledge of phonics to read the text. ln this example, she was only able to
pronounce the /l/ at the beginning of the word /eaf when it first appeared, she got the beginning and end

e later

sounds of the word moon, bul pronounced the oo as /c:/, and then, when she came upon /eaf again, said

ession

lel for lhe letter e and lalfor the letter a. Thus, we see that when reading English texts, the participant

eneral

tried to sound out each letter or cluster of letters in a word at the phoneme level in order to find out what

nt and

the whole word sounded like. The ditficulty for her was that up to that time she had learned only one
sound for each letter, and this meant that she could not always get the right vowel sound.

Example 6 presents an error made while relying on visual cues in a Japanese
Akari had problems with the hiragana character

tf

text.

ln this case,

(/ ze /), which begins with a voiced consonant.

S

Example 6: Error Made Whi:e nelying On visual Cue When Reading Japanese Text(5:2)

Wtten Te対

はちみつ を ぜん ぶ な め ま した。 [He‖ Cked a‖ the hOney.I

(Correct Reading)

″ac力 Fm′ lsυ ″O

,n

SubieCt'S

zθ ′
ηわu na′ 77θ ′
77aS力 ′
ra.

Utterance: Hachimitsu wo de de.. namemashita.

Voiced-consonant syllables are reported to be more difficult to decode for beginning readers of Japanese

and thus are usually learned later than the syllables containing voiceless consonants (Hatano; 1g8S;
Muraishi, 1974

;were
:t was

nation
of the

5,with
biecrs

).

Here, Akari struggled with the symbol

a voiced consonant and therefore

d,

perhaps recognized the two dots that indicate

said /de/ instead ol lzel, andthen got stuck with the rest of the word.

ln addition to using visual information in the text, the participant also appears to have tried to guess
the meaning of words from their context in reading both scripts, although the proportion of errors which
arose during use of this strategy was far lower than that which occurred while she was relying on visual

cues:

2B7o

of all the errors in English and 15% of the errors in Japanese appeared to have occurred

when Akari was trying to guess the meaning from the context. In such cases, Akari generally substituted
a different word which seemed to make sense in the context, as seen in Example 7.

Example 7:Error Made in Trying tO CueSs Word Meaning Frolm Context(5;3)

Wrmen Texti

バ ンや に

おてつだ い に

いき ま した。 [They WenttO the bakery to
help.]

々′
(Correct Reading) Panya n′ Orersuda′ Л′ ′
mas″ ra.

Subiect's Utterance: Paη ya― san ηノ0オ (,お υ aF n′
(メ

F′ ぐ
′γ
,ash′ ra.
「

ce; all

Japar Jο ″

a′

Or″ υ′ ′
η9″a″Sm and M口 ′Cυ ′
如ra″ Sm,V01ume
ri′

r′
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ln Example 7, Akari looked at the word panya and said,,panya-san.,,
The two words have
same basic meaning (bakery shop), except that adding
the suffix san makes the term more potite. T

1

participant probably added san because in daily
conversation, she was used to using this suffix with:
names of people and their occupations or shops, as in panya-san,
yaoya-san
[flower shop (owner)] and so

on.

[greengrocer(y )], hanaya-t
Rather than sticking to the visual information, she grasped the
meani

and comfortably changed the text.

Compared to visual cues and context, the structure of
the sentence appeared to be given lil
consideration by the subject; reliance on sentence structure
was involved in only zy, of all of Akar
errors in English and 6% in Japanese.

These results contrast considerably with those of clay's (1969)
study, in that the errors made
clay's subjects in New Zealand arose predominantly when
they were relying on syntactic cues (72,
rather than on visual cues (42Y")' Given that the New
zealandchildren in clay,s study received readi
instruction which focused on "meaning" under a "whole
language program,,, while Akari,s English litera

instruction during the observation period focused on phonics,
the difference in the results of the h
studies implies that children's literacy performance in
English is highly inftuenced by the type of readir
instruction they receive.
Having examined Akari's errors for clues about the
strategies she was using to decode words, !

will now turn our focus to the errors Akari was able
to correct by herself and the clues these
corrections give us about her reading strategies.
clay (1995, p. 32) argues that self correction

sr

occu

when children discover information in the text that
tells them something is wrong; she also states th
efficient self correction behavior is an important skill good
in
reading. clay (1991) indicates that 20% cE
be considered a.high self correction rate which would promote
efficient processing of cues in reading
an early stage' ln the present study, Akari corrected
25% ofthe errors she made in reading English te
and 34oh of the errors she made in reading Japanese.
The finding that Akari corrected a higher percentage
of her errors in Japanese than in English can

b

partly explained by conclusions drawn from previous
research (e.g., clay, 1969; Goodman, Goodman
Flores' 1978)' In these studies, it is argued that
children with a poor command of the English languag
have difficulty in predicting and remembering the
co.nstructions that occur and in noticing the redundar
cues which signal that errors have been made.
The fact that Akari had a better command of spoke
Japanese than of oral English may well have meant
that she was better able to detect her own errors i
reading Japanese than she was when reading English.
Examples typical of Akari's self corrections in
English and Japanese are presenled

below.

These

two examples illustrate the subject's tendency to draw
upon information from more than one type
information as she reads each word in the text.

Example
Written

g:

Setf Correction During Reading in English (S;4)

Text:

Subject's Utterance

34
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I

went

to school this morning.

A..I.../wi:υ lo...sick schooi this mor..ning morning.
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ln Example 8, Akari corrects herself twice: the first time, when she realizes the meaning of the word
said
that she is trying to pronounce (morning), and the second time as she realizes that the word she
aloud at first (sick) is not appropriate semantically and/or grammatically.

Ya-san

eaning

Exanlple 9: self Correction During Reading in Japanese(5;3)
In little

wrttenT2■

Akarrs

rde by

こぎつね 」

やせ た

(cOrect Reading)

yasθ ね

Subject's Utterance:

Yasθ ね

いま した。
重 嵩 譜 Ⅷ曽 :IfOXWas
fmas″ ね

た って

たOgisune ga ね

.

"θ

kο g′ ぉυηe da gaね ″θ ブ
masわ ′
れ

(72%)
eading
iteracy

re two
eading

ln Example 9, Akari probably notices that her first reading of the symbol

tf

as da would mean that

this is the end of the sentence. Realizing that this is not the case, she uses her semantic and syntactic
knowledge to correct herself, changing her reading to

ga.

Here again, we see Akari's struggle with the

reading of voiced-consonant syllables.

ln contrast to the findings concerning errors, it was found that the types of information Akari used
ds, we

:e self

most for self correction varied depending on the script. ln the case of English, she relied predominantly
on visual cues (graphophonic information, in K. Goodman's terms, 1973), using them in 90% of all the self

occurs

corrections she made while reading English. Meanwhile, she used

-.s that

when reading Japanese, relying on context in 85% of all her self corrections.

)% can

however, that contextual meaning was also important when Akari was reading English, having been

Cing at

sh text

the

meaning of the message most

lt should be noted,

utilized in B0% of her self corrections. Similarly, visual cues were important when she read Japanese and

were used in 66% of her self corrections. The structure of the sentence, i.e., syntactic information, was

not used as a cue for self correction as often in either language, having been utilized in only 35% of
can be

Akari's self corrections in English and 19% in Japanese.

man &

Taken together, these findings give a broad outline of the subject's reading strategies. When Akari

rguage

came upon unknown words in either script, she would first rely mainly on her knowledge of visual cues,

undant

that is, graphophonic information, to try to decode them. Then, when she realized she had made an

;poken

errbr, she attempted to correct it by drawing upon all sorts of information. Primarily, she confirmed the

'rors in

orthography, and at the same time, checked whether the meaning of the word was appropriate, even
though the degree to which she used these two types of information varied depending upon the script.

hese

Akari did not rely as heavily on syntactic cues in either script.

ype of
Findings from Observational Data
Word identification process
ln the psycholinguistic decoding process, the reader uses various strategies-sampling, predicting,
testing, confirming and correcting when necessary (Buck 1973). The bilingual participant of this study
attempted one or more of these strategies in her reading process in both scripts. However, the extent to
Jaρ an JOuma′ Ofν υ籠″
ngua″ Sm and MJ:′ cυ ′
fura″ sm,Volume
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which she attended to each strategy depended upon how well she understood
visual, semantic
syntactic factors in each of her two languages and also upon
the nature of each script.
For example, in the case of English, since there are many

words that are too complex to decoc

a beginning reader like herself, the participant was hardly able to sound
out new words correctly or
first attempt. Typically, she learned words by trial and error, making
a few tries before finally decc
them correctly. once Akari acquired a word, she read it aloud
smoothly and fluenfly, in contra
unfamiliar words that she was still skuggling to decode. Thus,
there was a considerable difference
reading speeds for unfamiriar words and for words she courd

ir

decode confidenfly.

on the other hand, the decoding process for text written in hiragana
seemed more straightforwar
mainly involved decoding each syllabic symbol, which has a one-to-one
correspondence with the so
Therefore, all Akari had to do was learn and recall how
the hiragana symbols sounded, as well ar
special symbols for assimilated and contracted sounds,
etc., which are more difficult

to acquire.

participant was still in the process of learning these
special symbols during the study, but she dic
appear to be as disturbed by the visual information in
Japanese texts as she was by English orthogra
However, it took her more time to segment each word
correctly, since word segmentation is no
visually obvious in Japanese as it is in English.
It is also worth noting that examples in which the participant
repeated a word in the course of rea

increased as she gained more experience in reading.
she often went back to the word that she had r
aloud and repeated it as if to confirm her previous attempt.
Even if Akari was stuck on a word on her
attempt to decode it, this repetition behavior often resulted
in self correction. As clay (1995) points

such repetition indicates how much sorting out the child
is doing. lt was evident that Akari became
reflective about her performance in the later stages of
this study.

n

Changes in strategies over time

It was discovered that the subject's strategies for identifying
words to get the meaning of

tr

changed over time' As she gained more experience in
reading, Akari drew more on information from
meaning of the rest of the sentence and from the structure
of the sentence, in addition to visual ct
Especially in English, as her vocabulary increased
from her school experience, Akari,s knowledgr
English words and grammar provided significant help
in decoding. This is similar to what earlier researcr

have described as the process of natural acquisition of reading
(Hudelson, 1994; serna & Hudels
1993; Weaver, 19BB).

＝ 十１
︱︱
ｌ ｌ
ｌ
︱
︱＝︱
︱
︱︱
︱
︱
︱ｈｌ
︱ 卜 ＝ ■ 川 川¨︱
︲︲
︲ ﹁ ¨ ＝ ︱■ ︱
︲︱

However, in some cases, Akari made errors as a resultof
her increased knowledge. she begar
occasionally make hasty judgments on how a word
sounds without really looking at the sound-le
relationships in the word' This kind of error did not
occur in the early stages of reading, when she l
only focusing on pronouncing a letter or a word; rather,
it appeared towards the end of the observal
period. An example of this type of error is presented
on the next page.
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Example 10: Error Due to Hasty Judgment (5;5)

.ic and

Written

Text:

:de for
Subject's

on her

Utterance:

He was a beautiful butterfly'
He was a buteifly buterfiy.

coding

in her

After making the error shown in Example 10, the participant quickly noticed her mistake and said in
Japanese; "Oh, t thought these [two words: buttertly and beautifu$ were the same! [t can't be] because

rard. It

this one has "u (/n/)" and that one has 'e Ue4." At this stage (during her fourth month of formal reading),
she was comfortable enough to read the text relatively fluently and even seemed to enjoy looking back at

sound.

her mistakes.

rast to
r

The finding that greater reading experience enhanced the subject's ability to correct herself and

as the

,.

The

increased her use of semantic and syntactic information (whereas previously she'd relied almost exclusively

yraphy.

on visual information) suggests that, to reach the stage where a smooth "predict and check" procedure
(Clay, 1969, p. 54) may be established, it is important for the child to experience a great deal of reading

not as

practice. ln addition, such experience helps beginning readers acquire more knowledge about the

Cid not

language, including semantic (vocabulary) and syntactic (grammar) information.
eading

Moreover, the finding that the subject's reading performance re{lected her oral language devetopment

rd read

implies that bilingual children need to be saturated in both languages in all their forms. There{ore, they

rer first

should be encouraged not only to read, but also to develop all skills in both languages to enhance literacy

lts out,

iearning.

e more

Etfects of bilingualisn'l on the reading process

-

As far as the subject's reading behaviors are concerned, there was no evidence of interference

between the two languages. While the participant was not confused about reading in two languages,
rf texts

codeswitching, which is a sign of bilingual behavior, was frequently observed. lt was found that when

om the

reading in English, Akari would often express thoughts or talk to her mother in Japanese, so that she

.l cues.

would repeabdly codeswitch between her L1 and L2.

,dge of

There appeared to be a number of different.reasons why the participant. switched codes. One

lrchers

common type of codeswitching occurred when Akari attempted to read an unfamiliar word: she often

Celson,

would switch to Japanese to ask her mother what the word was, as shown in Example 1 1.

)gan to
d-letter
he was
rrvation
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Example 11: Codeswitching to Ask About an
Unfamiliar Word (5;2)

subject
Mother:
subject:

Mother:

orying to read a home reader calred white)

r

.

.. Korenani

?

[what,s thisa

Lamb. A little sheep.
r am a white t11nb,_q-relending to.be
a-crass teacherl Good morning, KN
[The cre
name at school is KN]. It says white.
[Getting back to tre textl I am a white lamb
am a white snowman. I am a white .., ouctl
i;r;;;;i Mama 1wnat" ini", rrrt,
Mummy, what,s that?

Swan.

The above example was recorded when Akari
was in the beginning stage of reading English texts
aloL
she was in her second month of school, and
reading aloud at home seemed to be a delightful
challenl
for her' Akari liked to role-play her classroom
teacher reading to children and show her mother
that sl
could do it' while doing this, Akari kept on
asking her mother the pronunciation of English
words she wi
unsure about, sometimes using Japanese
to pose the question (Kore nani?) and sometimes
asking
English (what's that?)' The codeswitching
in this case may be an incrusive communication
strategy f,
the child' who actively involves her reading partner-her
mother-by speaking to her in the language th(
usually use to communicate. lt may be
argued that this type of codeswitching serves
a directive functic
in that it is used to involve the hearer direcfly
(Appel & Muysken, 1987).
codeswitching also occurred when the participant
wanted to make a comment on the word or
th
story that she was reading, as seen in Example
12.

Example 12: Codeswitching to Comment
on the Text (5;5)
Written

Text:

subject:
Mother:

On Wednesday, he ate through three plums.

ffi;Xil[;;iJjf .;::*ro

ka to omotra [r thought (it was ,,on the weekend,,)]

ate through. Do you know what.,,through,,
means?

Subject

Mannaka [middle]. th..

Mother:

three

Subject:

pl .. I don't

Mother:

plums.

know.

i,

EXample 12 shows that while reading an English text, Aka‖

Weekend

κa力° °m° a")t°

n° te

COgnitiVe:y in the

Engiish rnOde"ヽ

″ednesday).The
(ヽ

unknown wOrd made her switch tO the知

38

talked to herself in Japanese (

()n the

What She had th° ught the WOrd WaS・
ThiS SuggeStS that Akari was
A′

ShilTlizu: strategies Of a Bilingual(0‐

hiie decOding the l=ngliSh teXt untii She gOt StuCk On an unfanliliar WOrd

h‖

apanese mOde"and say what she thOughtin

d Learning to Read in Tヽ ″o

Languages

her L'l, the language in which she was most comfortable speaking.
fn addition, the participant answered in Japanese (Mannaka) to a question that her mother asked her

in English. This is a typical example of codeswitching to fill a lexical gap: Akari probably switched into
her
te class

lamb.

I

;, Muml

Ll

because she did not know an appropriate word to say in her L2. This type of codeswitching is said

to have a referential function because it involves a lack of knowledge of a word in one language to refer to
',l987).
something which can be readily expressed in the other (Appel & Muysken,

It can be suggested that the findings from the subject's codeswitching behavior support Cummins'
linguistic interdependence principle (Cummins, 1984) in the field of literacy, since codeswitching is claimed
to be evidence

thatthetwo languages have

a common

conceptual base, or Common Underlying Proficiency

(CUp) in Cummins'terms (Cummins, 1984; Williams & Snipper, 1990). This implies that these examples

; aloud.
rallenge

hat she

of codeswitching indicate cognitive transfer involving the interaction of underlying strategies between the
h^/o

languages. Akari seemed to call upon her full cognitive resources in order to decode a word, and in

some cases, this involved codeswitching into her L1 .

ihe was

It was Jound that codeswitching occurred mainly when the participant was trying to read an English

;king in

text, as in Examples 11 and'12. Examples where the participant made a comment in English when

tegy for

reading a Japanese text were

,ge

they

lunction

a rare occurrence, except when it involved certain phrases which she

frequently used, such as "l don't know". This suggests that during reading practice, codeswitching mainly

takes the form of the dominant language

(Ll) being integrated into the weaker language (L2). This is

interesting because in the subject's spoken language, codeswitching was seen to go in both directions, as

i

or the

it did in many cases reported in the literature on bilingualism (e.9., Bomaine,

:

1

989; Hoffmann, 1 991).

These findings suggest that the participant tends to rely on her L1 when she tries to get the meaning

from texts in both her L1 and L2, and that her

Ll

plays an important role in her decoding process as a

bgginning reader. This implies that bilingual children need to be encouraged to develop literacy skills in
th-eir L1 to support literacy acquisition both in their L1 and their L2, even if the

Ll

is a minority language

in their environment.

kend")l
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has tried to describe the strategies adopted and the processes undergone as a JapaneseEnglish bilingual child tries to decode words while learning to read in two languages from age 4;11 to 5;6.

Firstly, in answer to Research Question 1, it was found that the process that the participant went
through to identify words varied according to the script she was trying to read. Typically in the case of
English, she used her knowledge of phonics to make a few trial-and-error "attacks" on a word and finally
acquired it by decoding it correctly. On the other hand, when reading Japanese texts written in hiragana,
the decoding process seemed more straightforward, and mainly involved decoding each syllabic character

,On the

which had a one-to-one correspondence with the sound. However, she did have some difficulty with word

segmentation in hiragana texts. lt may be worthwhile noting that in many mainstream schoots in which

ari was

English is used as the medium of instruction, such as the Australian elementary school attended by Akari,

iar word

phonics programs are often incomplete and not all representations

of all phonemes are taught"

ln

cught in
Japan Journal af Multilingualism and Mutticulturallsm, Volume
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contrast' the complete system of Japanese
hiragana is taught either at preschool or at home.
secondly' there appeared to be no evidence
that the participant got mixed up or confused br
language when reading the other (Research
euestion S).
Even though specific literacy skills differ
considerably depending on the script, the underlying
stratr

and the basic processes of identifying words
appeared to be similar in both English and Japanese
fo
young bilingual reader. overall, these
findings contribute to the confirmation of what
is described a
process of "natural acquisition of reading"
reported by researchers of literacy acquisition (Hudelson,
1
weaver' 1988)' Analysis of the subject's
errors and self-corrections, as well as observational
data o
reading practice' has revealed the following
findings about her reading strategies that have
a,
common in both scripts (Flesearch euestion
2).

1)

The types of errors the participant made
during reading were similar for both scripts; by
frequenr

occurrence' they

were: partial errors (being able to decode
a word only partially)

omission and insertion.

2)

,

substitu

The strategies that the participant used
when she encountered a new or unfamiriar
word were sir

for both scripts' Typically, she first tried
to decode letters or words mainly by sampling
or predic
with her knowledge of visual cues (graphophonic
information). Then, if she realized that she
made an error, she attempted to correct
it herself by drawing upon all sorts of information-mainl,
confirming the orthography, and at the
same time, checking whether the meaning
of the word
appropriate' syntactic cues were used
occasionally. The implications are that the
orthography
meaning of words are important in the
early stage of literacy learning.
The subject's strategies changed over
time. The more reading practice she had, the.more
drew upon semantic and syntactic information
in addition to visual information in both
scripts.
The more reading practice the participant
had, the more she made repetitions and self-correctic
This implies that she became more
reflective about her reading performance,
and that it is import
for the child to experience a lot of reading
practice.

,

3)
4)

5)

The subject's oral language proficiency
and her speech patterns were strongly
reflected in
reading performance' This suggests
that

I

bilingual children need to be saturated
in both L1 and LI

'

all forms and so' should be encouraged
not only to read, but also to enhance
all language ski
especially
oral Ianguage proficiency.

ln answer to Research Question 3,
codeswitching occurred often when the participant
was thinki
aloud or talking to her Japanese mother
in the course of reading English texts.
This implies that there
some cognitive transfer of underlying
strategies for reading the two scripts.
Moreover, it may be argu
that biliteracy enhanced the interaction
of the underlying strategies necessary
for identifying words by,

subject.

Although this

study was intended to observe the subject's
behavior as naturaly as possibre,

,

researcher recognizes the variable of parental
attitude. The researcher also acknowledges
the limitatior

of a descriptive study of one subject, from
which a generalization to a broader population
cannot
made' lt is evident that this study only touches

t

the surface of the comprex process of
riteracy acquisitk
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by bilingual ch‖ dlren. lSince little research has been conducted lon the iSSue Of biliteraCy in Japanese land

I by one

Elngiish, tWO types Of further enlpirical studies wili be necessary:

experimental research using iarge

nurnbers of such bilingual Children and 10ngitudinal StudieS ObSerVing a Singie Child OVer a periOd Of yearS・

NonethelesS, thiS CaSe Study may be Valuable in the senSe that it Caught the CruCial transitional

trategies

ornents in the Child'S initial reading behaviOr in twO different scripts. The participant of this study was

e for this

n￢

rd as the

highly rnotivated tO learn to rc)ad in both Japanese and[三 ngiish throughout the research period. ()ne

rn, 1994;

possible reason fOr this rnay be thatthe persOn iistening to her when she was reading a10ud、

ia of her

a lot

in

her adult bilingual rnother,SO the participant was able tO ask her questions about eitherianguage if she
・
vピ ith"the
This,in turn,may inlply that when reading stOries tO a chi!d,itis impOrtant to read

got stuck.

child,rather than

uency of
tstitution,

″as always

to"him/her.

Lastly,these findings have sorne inlplications forliteracy developmentin bilingual or rninority language
ch‖ dren、 ″hO learn their L2 at school and their Ll at horne. ln Akari's case:there、

vere frequent exarnples

:e similar

・
′
Vas integrated into her L2 reading practice.
、
、
hich her Ll ヽ
「 his suggests that a
‐
bilingual child's Ll plays an impOrtant rOle in his/her L2 reading process. 「 he developnlent of all four

rredicting

lan9uage skills(l.e,speaking,listening,reading and iwritlng)in the Ll needs to be encouraged,since Ll

she had

prOficiency rnay become a basis and thus a key for further!iteracy development in not only the Ll,but

of codeswitching in

nainly by

also in L2.

vord was

rphy and

nore she

NOTES
l. The original reSearCh WaS COnduCted aS part of the requirement for the degree of Master of Applied
LinguistiCS(丁 ESOL)at Macquarie University,Sydney,Austra‖ a.
2.The five SpeCial types Olf kana usage represent contracted sounds, assimilated sounds, prolon9ed
vOvvels,contracted‐ prolonged sounds and case particles.()Ontracted sounds have a y sound between

i.

a consonant and a vowel and are'written with t、 ″O kana,the secOnd Of vvhich is smaller than the first,

'rections.

br instanCe,々 ya(き や),kyυ (き ゆ)and

mportant

(っ )rather than the regular Sized rsυ

kyo(き ょ).Assim‖ ated sounds are wrtten with a sma‖

おυ

(つ )and pronounced by making a shott pause between two

Sy‖ ableS.

PrO10nged VOヽ ″elS are Writenヽ 〃ith a υ(う )and pronounced like a long
o''in English,while
は and ´、,which are usua‖ y
prOnOunCedね a/and/he/,are pronouncedノ 4a/and/e/,respectively,vvhen used as case particles.

COntracted― prolonged sounds contain y sOunds. 1̲astly, the symbols

d

in

her

lヵ
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APPENDIX A

Story-Retelling Transcripts
The participant retold the story called "Hairy Maclary" in both Japanese and in English at age

4;1'1

transcript of her narration is provided below.

.

A

.lapanese
Hairy Aclary ga hashittekite koreha Hairy Aclary no inu. Sore de betsu no inu ga deta. Sore de namae ga

wakannnai. [Hairy Aclary is coming running... This is Hairy Aclary's dog. Then another dog turned up.

And his name is not known.l
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English

Hairy Aclary, as big as is a horse' And his
name is Bingo, is a big as is horse! And Hairy Aclar
1
a achung!, said crying. lt,s a dog, it,s a tunny,
iairy Ackar-y i" ufL uii""rying-.
Note: The participant could not pronounce,,Maclar/,
correctly.
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uno Reading Strategies

Japanese Reading Sessions
Text

Age■ ☆

Date

Errors

No.・
０ ★
Ｎ 織

Textual lnformation Used

2

2

2/19/2002

5:1

14

13

5

2/19/2002

5;1

3

3

2/26/2002

5;2

15

15

3

3/17/2002

5;2

2

2

0

6

4/25/2002

5:4

8

4

4

7

4/30/2002

5:4

3

3

8

5/3/2002

5;4

16

16

6/5/2002

5;5

4

3

7/2002

5:5

4

6

0

Contextual

Cue

Meaning

2

2

5

269る

4

5

2

2596

2

2

38%

33%

0

20%

6′

11

6/18/2002

5i5

14

12

12

6/20/2002

5:5

14

14

2

13

6/25/2002

7

4

14

6/27/2002

5:6

8

8

15

7/3/2002

5:6

5

4

16

7/4/2002

516

4

4

128

119

30

12

619る

15%

696

2

4096

2

2

3696

4

7

2

2

4

60%

0

10

5:6

VIsual

259る

0

0

Textual lnformation U

ｒ
ｔ
Ｓ

11

Rate

5

Proportion of
Cues Used

￨‖

Structure

6

Total Number

￨￨￨￨￨￨

Sentence

Meanlng

5;1

3

￨￨

Contextuat

Seif

CorrectiOn

︲
ｅ
Ｓ

Cue

44

Tota!

No.
VIsual

2/14/2002

Self Gorrections

2

33%

11

44%

7

339る

4

6

559̀

6

2

2

20%

2

0

096

0

2

0

1S‐ hirnizu: strategies of a lBI!inguai child Learning to Read in‐

209る

67

3496

「wo Languages

44

57

1〔

66%

8596

lC

Notes for Appendix B, Part l:
lry ls a a

★
Texts listed in Appendix C
★
★Agein yeaβ
;months
★
★
力includes only errors that were notiater self‐

corrected.

Appendix B,Part il
Detalied BreakdOWn Of SubieCt'S Seif‐ COrreCtiOn Rates and Reading Strategies

English Reading Sessions
Text

Date

Aget

Self Corrections

.Errors

No.
Total

Textual lntormalion Used

No.

r Used

Total

No.
Vlsual
Cue

Contextual
Meanlng

Seif

Rate

Sentence

Textual lnformation Used

Correction

Structure

VIsual

Cue

Contextual
Meanlng

Sentence
Structure

7

7

4

Sentence
Structure

1

0

5/6/2002

5;4

11

17

6

5/6/2002

5;4

4

4

1

5/6/2002

5;4

3

5/6/2002

5i4

6

5/6/2002

5;4

6/6/2002

5:5

51

54

6/20/2002

5:5

22

14

6/24/2002

5:6

20

23

6/27/2002

5;6

20

146

6

1

7

399る

2096

3

2

2

409る

2

0

1

0

0%

0

25%

3

2

0

2

15

23%

12

13

4

6

17%

5

4

2

11

3

8

229る

8

8

2

23

10

1

7

209̀

6

5

4

153

54

14

49

25%

44

39

17

79%

28%

7%

90%

80%

35%

13

二

Total Number
Proportion
of Cues Used

2

Notes for Appendix B, Part ll:

. Texts listed in Appendix C
.' Age in years; months
.'. lncludes only errors that were not later sel{-corrected.

0

13

19%
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APPENDIX C

Books the Participant Attempted to Read which were used in Data Analysis

Japanese
椰ext

Date
Read

Titie

No.
1

2/17

Nenaiko dareda
IWho's not sleeping?]
Itadakimasu asobi
[Let's say ltadakimasu]
Hitoride unchi dekiru kana
[Can you go to the toilet by yourself?]
Kuma no Poo-san
[Winnie the Pooh]
Akete goran

2 2/19
3

2/19

4 2/26
5
6

3ノ 17
4/25

7 4/30
8

5お

9

5メ 6

10

6′ 7

11

6/18

12

6/20

13

6/25

14

6/27

15

7/3

16

7/4

.Author/

Fublication

pate

Translator

[Open, please]
Tomo-chan wa onesan
[Tomo-chan is a big girl]
Daruma-chan to kami nari-chan
[Daruma and Kaminari]
Usagi to kame
[The tortoise and the hare]
Harapeko aomushi
[The Very Hungry Caterpillar]
Ofuro da Ofuro da
flt's bath timell
Yukino hi no lJsako-chan
[Usako on a snowy day]
Oyasumin asai Maisy-chan
IMaisy's bedtime]
Maisy-chan no kurisumasu
lHappy Christmas, Maisyl

Maisy-chan oyatsu wo tsukurimasu
Ui/aisy makes gingerbreadl
Mama atetemite
[Guess what, Mummy]
Dobutsu no okaasan

Pubiisher

Sena Keiko

1969

Fukuinkan

Kimura Yuichi

」988

Kaiseisha

Kimura Yuichi

1989

Kaiseisha

Disney

1990

Kodansha

Murata Sachiko

1998

Kodansha

Aman Kimiko

Unknown

Froebel-kan

Kako Satoshi

1968

Fukuinkan

Aesop's Fables

1995

Eric Carle /
Mori Hisashi

1976

Nagaoka
shoten
Kaiseisha

Watanabe Shigeo

1985

Fukuinkan

Dick Bruna /
lshii Momoko
Lucy Cousins
Nagi Tomoko

1964

Kodansha

i

1999

Kaiseisha

Lucy Cousins /
Nagi Tomoko
Lucy Cousins /
Nagi Tomoko
Sueyoshi Akiko

2000

Kaiseisha

」999

Kaiseisha

1976

Kaiseisha

Komori Atsushi

1977

Fukuinkan

K.Brown&

1996

Cambridge
University
Press
Shorthand
Publications,

[AnimalMothers]
匡ngIIsh

1

5お

I went to school this morning

K.Rutt!e

2

516

４
５

弱弱％

３
６
７
８
９

6/20
6/25
6/27

Round and round

Joy Cowley

198」

Plop!

June Melser
Joy Cowley
Joy Cowley

1981

Houses
The Haunted House
The very hungry caterpillar

Maisy's bedtime
Happy Christmas, Maisy
Maisy makes gingerbread

Eric Carle

1983
1982
1970

Lucy Cousins
Lucy Cousins
Lucy Cousins

1999
2000
1999

６

shimizu: strategies of a Biringuar chird Learning to Read in Two
Languages

Ltd.

Shorthand
Shorthand
Shorthand
Penguin
Group
Kaiseisha
Kaiseisha
Kaiseisha

